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ANDREAS DRESS 
Let K he a commutative field and A a central simple algehra of finite 
dimension over K. The following is to offer a short proof fur the well-know-n 
fact that for a global field K the localizations of A are unramified, i.e. trivial 
for all but a finite number of places. Specifically we n ill nut have to use the 
reduced trace. Instead we use the following characterization of unramified 
algebras: 
LEMiMA. Let h’ be a local p-jield with maximal cornpuct subritl<y R. prime 
elemerLt rr, and residue class jield Iz = R/z-R. Let S De a rrmxinml compact 
subring of =2. Then A is unrami$ed, i.e. trivial over K if and on& ;f Sirr.7 is a 
simple riqg. 
This is an immediate consequence of the well-known description of 
division algebras over local fields (cf. for instance [I]), and of the fact that any 
maximal compact suhring in the matrix ring (0)n over the division algebra 
D is isomorphic to ( T)n , where 7’ is the unique maxima1 compact suhring of 
n. 
Now let K he global and let {al ,..., a,} C A he a basis of ,-1 as a K-vector 
space (ilz = 19 = DimgA). F or any finite prime y of K let KY he thep-adic 
completion of K with the maximal compact suhring R, and residue class 
field A, . Let GC~ he the K,-lattice in A19 I= A OR hi generated by {al ,..., a,,,]. 
If A s (K), , then ci/ coincides with the canonical y-lattice (RY),, in (KY), 
for all hut a finite number ofy. 
But non; for an arbitrary A one has an isomorphism cp : A 6~ ,I’ z (K),,, , 
where z4’ denotes the algehra ri with inverted multiplication. Thus if 
pv : A, t&KY iz;I - (A on- A’) on- Ki -s- (K),,, OK I$ := (KY),,, is the loca- 
lization of v, we have F~(CC, OR ?t ~6;) = (R,),,, for all hut a finite number of y 
and for all v with this property one has easily: 
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(1) (1, (AI/ ‘:5-i: I) n (IIv ‘;,I 0;) is a maximal compact subring of .-lY . 
(2) If 3 is the prime element in KY , then 
is simple, thus a fortiori N~,‘~u I is simple. 
So !w the lemma . !,, -x (K,,),i for all but a finite number ofy, Q.E.1). 
Kelnur-k I. instcad of -4’ one could also use any splitting field A” of . I, 
finite over K, using that K’ is unramified over K for almost all y. 
Ibml,k 2. Let K bc an arbitrary commutative field with a valuation 
ring K and residue class field k. Define A to be unramified with respect to H 
if there exists a maximal finite K-algebra S in A such that S tgR K is simple. 
Then the above proof yields the following result: 
For any -4 there exists a finite number of elements cr ,..., c, E K such that 
A is unramified with respect to R if cr ,..., c,. t R. Just take cr ,..., c, to be the 
entries in the matrix of g: with respect to the given basis ai @) a, and 
e,, (K, . ~,d,c,c~, ._,,_ ,,,clh and the inverse of the determinant of this 
matrix. 
I would like to add another observation concerning simple algebras: 
with the abow notations there exists an obvious involution 
Hy Skolem-Soether this 7 is an inner automorphism, thus there exists one 
and up to a scalar multiple only one element CT-, a, (3 bi E L1 @A .-I (a, 
basis of -4 over K) with 
(“) 
If one uses the natural K-linear map A 0 .-I - -4, induced by multiplica- 
tion, one sees easily that the map p? : A --r A : 1 + C ai&, maps A into the 
center K C .-1 and has the property q~(c~a’) ~(a’a) (thus is a non-zero 
multiple of the reduced trace 4). 
On other hand, if 9’ is any such map and cI ,..., c,,, the dual basis to “I ,..., nr,, 
with respect to the bilinear form A x A - R : (n, b) w rp’(a6) (which is by a 
well-known argument nondegenerate), then the element x ai @ ci satisfies 
the above equality (*). Thus bj m: c ’ ci with a non-zero scalar c E K-- land 
also the uniqueness of such maps, which is of course well known. 
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X’foreover the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) F’ = j$ (C/J the reduced trace) 
(ii) C aiaci = $(a) 
(iii) (C ai @ ci)(C ai @ ci) = 1 @ 1 E A 0 A. 
Thus we get a description of the reduced trace (up to sign), similar to the 
well-known description of this trace in the trivial algebra A = End,(V) 
(V a K-vector space) by using the identification A s I/ @ P (p the dual 
space of C’) and the evaluation map V @ P-t K. 
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